
Gopal Krishna Gokhale (1866-1915) Best known as "the Political Guru of Gandhi", 
Gokhale was born in 1866 at Kolhapur in Maharashtra. He graduated from Elphinstone 
College, Mumbai in 1884. At the young age of 20, he became Professor of History and 
Economics at the Fergusson College, Poona. For four years he edited the 'Sudharak', a 
quarterly journal of the Poona Sarvajanik Sabha. In 1904 he was awarded the title of CIE 
(Companion of the Indian Empire). During his visit to England in 1905, he tried to 
persuade the British statesmen not to give effect to the Partition of Bengal. He, however, 
failed in his efforts. 
 

Gokhale's Contribution to the Freedom Struggle: 

 
1.  Foremost among the Congress Leaders: Gokhale was one of India's most respected 
leaders. He presided over the Varanasi Session of the Congress in 1905. He was a man 
with moderate views and had immense faith in British liberalism. Gokhale urged that "the 
goal of the Congress should be the attainment of a form of government similar to that 
which existed in the self-governing colonies of the British empire." 

"The field of constitutional agitation was a very wide one... Three things were excluded—
rebellion, aiding or abetting a foreign invasion, and resort to crime. ; Roughly speaking, 
barring these three things, all else was constitutional." —Gokhale 

2.  His Faith in Constitutional Means to achieve the Goal: Gokhale believed in 
constitutional agitation, i.e., petitions, appeals to justice and passive resistance. At the 
same time, he supported the Swadeshi Movement. In his Presidential Address at the 
Varanasi session, he said, the true Swadeshi Movement is both a patriotic and an 
economic movement." He made a strong plea for the reform of the Legislative Councils 
and separation of judiciary from the executive. 

3. Established the Servants of India Society: In 1905 Gokhale established the Servants 
of India Society. The Society trained men to devote their lives to the cause of the country. 
Its members were required to create among the people a deep and passionate love of the 
motherland. The Society assisted educational movements, especially those for the 
education of women. It worked for the elevation of the depressed classes. 

4. Arousal of National Awakening: In 1902 Gokhale had become the Member of the 
Imperial Legislative Council. In his speeches in the Council, he pleaded for reduction in 
salt duty and the abolition of excise duty on cotton goods. In 1910 and 1912 he moved 
resolutions in the Imperial Legislative Council for relief to Indian bonded labour in Natal. 
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In one of his Budget speeches he pleaded for free primary education for all children. 
Gokhale would like Indians to be given a large share in Indian Civil Service. 
5. His Work Abroad: In a paper which he read at the New Reform Club, London, he said, 
"India's destiny is to obtain an honoured place among the family of nations." 

6. His Economic Ideas: Gokhale was deeply pained to see the increasing misery of the 
peasantry. He pleaded for the reduction of land revenue. Gokhale was in favour of State 
protection to infant Indian industries. He called for the employment of members of 
educated middle class. Gokhale had great reverence for Pherozeshah Mehta. He said, "I 
would rather be wrong with Pherozeshah than right without him". 
Gokhale died in 1915 at a premature age of forty-nine. 

 

In the previous unit it has been mentioned that in the beginning of the twentieth century Indian 

people started realising that the country needs a nationalistic system of education based on the 

cultural heritage and tradition of the nation. At the Calcutta conference of the Congress in 1906, 

Annie Besant declared that throughout the country a national education should be organised. 

Gopalkrishna Gokhale was a nationalist leader and the active member of the Indian National 

Congress. He was also elected as the President of the Indian National Congress in 1905. 

Gokhale became a non-official member of the British Imperial Legislative Council in 1902. 

Till that time, he was a professor and Principal of Ferguson College, Poona. As a nationalist 

leader Gokhale visualised the importance of primary education for the socio-political 

awakening of India. He made heroic efforts to make the Government accept the principle of 

compulsory primary education. The demand for compulsory primary education was 

strengthened by the fact that the Maharaja Sayaji Rao Gaikwad of Boroda had made primary 

education free and compulsory within the territories of his state. This attempt inspired Gokhale. 

This unit deals with Gokhale’s attempt to introduce compulsory primary education in India, its 

impact and the Government of India Resolution of 1913. 
 

As a member of the Legislative Council Gokhale put forward a proposal for compulsory 

primary education in 1910. The proposal was as follows— “A beginning should be made in 

the direction of making elementary education free and compulsory throughout the country, and 

that a mixed commission of officials and non officials be appointed at an early date to frame 

definite proposal.” Following were the important points of the resolution : 

• Primary education should be made free and compulsory in the area where 33% of boys 

were receiving education. 

• This provision should apply to the age group of 6-10 years. 

• The cost of compulsory primary education should be shared by the provincial 

Government and the Local Bodies in the ration of 2 : 1. 

• A separate Department of education shall be opened under the Central Government to 

draw up a scheme for the expansion of primary education. 

• A secretary should be appointed to organise, supervise and look after the primary 

education. 

• A statement describing the progress of education should be included in the budget 

statement. 

As a reaction to Gokhale’s resolution, the Government assured him that the subject would 

receive careful consideration. Consequently, Gokhale withdraw his resolution. Later on, the 



Government accepted only the last three resolutions of Gokhale. A department of Education 

was established under the Central Government and the secretary was also appointed. The 

record of the progress of primary education also started to be published by the Government. 

But the main issue of making primary education free and compulsory remained neglected and 

unattended by the Government. 

Already you are familiar with the resolution of 1910 put forward by Gokhale for making 

primary education compulsory in our country and also with the reaction of the Government 

shown towards these resolutions. Now we will discuss the major clauses of Gokhale’s Bill of 

1911. Gokhale was aware of the intention of the Government. He made further attempt to draw 

the attention of the people of India as well as in England towards the condition of education. 

On 16th March of 1911, Gokhale presented a Bill in the Legislative Council to make a stronger 

fight against the Government. The Bill, however, was more liberal and humble than the 

resolutions placed before and the main objective of the bill was to make primary education free 

and compulsory in a phased manner. The Bill was basically based on the compulsory Education 

Acts of England of 1870 and 1876. Important clauses of the Bill may be placed below— 

• Compulsory primary education should be introduced in those areas where a certain 

percentage of boys and girls of school-age (6-10) was already receiving instructions. 

• The percentage of attendance should be fixed by the Governor General in Council. 

• It should be left to the discretion of local bodies whether to apply the Act to certain 

areas under their jurisdiction or not. 

• Local bodies should be given the right to levy educational cess to meet the cost of 

compulsory primary education. 

• Expenditure on education was to be shared by the local bodies and Provincial 

Government in the ratio of 1:2. 

• For the introduction of compulsion, the previous sanction of the Viceroy and the 

Governor respectively were necessary. 

• Compulsory primary education is intended to apply in the first instance only to boys, 

though later on a local body may extend it to girls also. 

• Guardians whose income is less than Rs. 10/- per month should not be asked to pay any 

fee for their wards. 

Gokhale’s Bill of 1911 was referred to a select committee of 15 members for examination. The 

Bill was also sent to the state Governments the Universities and local education authorities for 

inviting opinion on it. The Bill was taken up for discussion in legislative council on 17 March, 

1912. The Bill was debated for two days (March 18 & 19, 1912). Gokhale had raised powerful 

arguments in support of the Bill. But the Government was not ready to accept the Bill and it 

was put to vote and was defeated by 35 votes to 13. This did not come as a surprise to Gokhale. 

He had anticipated the result correctly and earlier in the debate had already expressed the result 

of the voting in the following majestic words :  

“My Lord, I know that my Bill will be thrown out before the day closes. I make no complaint. 

I shall not even feel depressed. We the present generation of India can only hope to serve our 

country by our failures. The men and women who will be privileged to serve her by their 

successes will come later” (Nurullah and Naik). Thus, the Bill, though defeated, but it was a 

heroic defeat. 

Reasons for Rejection of the Bill 



Now we know the main clauses of the Bill and how the first move for introducing compulsory 

primary education in our country was defeated. But we have observed that the defeat was a 

heroic defeat and with this we must also understand the reasons put forward by the Government 

for the rejection of the Bill. The Government put forth several arguments and they are the 

following— 

• There was no popular demand for introducing compulsory primary education in the 

country. 

• As such, the people of the country were not prepared to accept compulsion. 

• The local Governments were not in favour of it. 

• The local bodies were not willing to levy educational cess. 

• A section of the educated Indians were not supporting the Bill. 

There was still scope for extension of primary education on voluntary lines based on the system 

of grants-in-aid. 

 

IMPACT OF GOKHALE’S BILL ON PRIMARY EDUCATION  

In this section of the unit, we will discuss the impact of Gokhale’s Bill on the development of 

primary education of India. Gokhale’s Bill, the first ever attempt to introduce free and 

compulsory primary education in our country, is a landmark in the history of education in India. 

Although the Bill was rejected, it focused the attention of the entire country on education. The 

Government could not entirely ignore the growing popular demand for the spread of mass 

education. Fortunately, king George V came to India in 1912 and declared a donation of 50 

lakh rupees for the development of education in India. When he came to know about Gokhale’s 

Bill, he expressed his dissatisfaction for rejecting the Bill. As a result the Government had to 

modify the previous policy and declared a new policy with several reforms. Gokhale’s Bill 

created a flutter in the British Parliament also. In the course of the discussion on the Indian 

budget, the Under Secretary of State for India admitted the need for paying more attention to 

Indian education. The Government of India passed the resolution on educational policy on 

February 21, 1913. Between 1910 and 1917 there was an unprecedented expansion of primary 

education on a voluntary basis (Mukerji, S.N., 1976) 

The outbreak of the First World War, however, delayed the development planned in the 

resolution. It brought in its train many disasters, but also a promise of political reform 

culminating in the Government of India Act of 1919 which incidentally stimulated interest in 

education. Before that some administrative changes in the policy of the Government had been 

accepted. In 1917 the policy of autonomous administration was declared by the secretary of 

states for India, Edwin Montegue. The Provincial Government formed in different states had 

felt the necessity of primary education. In 1918 Bethal Bhai Patel had for the first time raised 

a Bill for making primary education compulsory in the province of Bombay and the bill passed 

to an Act. Similar Acts were passed in Bengal, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Orissa. Madras 

and Central Province passed their Acts in 1920. In Assam compulsory Primary Education Act 

was passed in 1926. Thus, all these were the outcome of Gokhale’s attempt to make primary 

education compulsory in India. His struggle for compulsion formed an important part of the 

country’s struggle of independence during the British Rule. 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA RESOLUTION OF 1913 ON EDUCATION 

Now we shall discuss the Government of India Resolution of 1913, which was an attempt of 

the British Government to compensate the demand raised for compulsory primary education 



by Gokhale. While rejecting Gokhale’s bill of 1911, the Government promised to extend 

recurring and non-recurring grants to primary education as it could not ignore the growing 

popular demand for the spread of primary education. The education department had declared 

the new policy in the form of Government of India Resolution on February 21, 1913 covering 

primary, secondary, higher and women education. The major provisions of the Resolution may 

be summarised below— 

 

Primary Education:  

• There should be sufficient expansion of lower primary schools, where along with 

instruction in the three R’s children should be taught drawing, knowledge of the 

village map, nature study and physical exercises.  

• Simultaneously, upper primary schools should be opened at the proper places and 

if necessary, lower primary schools should be raised to the status of upper primary 

schools. 

• Local Boards schools should be established in place of private aided schools. 

• Moktabs and Pathsalas should be adequately subsidised. 

• The inspection and management of private schools should be made more efficient. 

• In most parts of India, it may not be practicable to prescribe a separate curricula for 

rural and urban, but in the urban schools there is sufficient scope forteaching 

geography and organising school excursions etc. 

• The teacher should have passed vernacular middle examination and received one 

years’ training. 

• Provision be made for refresher courses for the teachers of primary education during 

vacations. 

• A trained teacher should get a salary not less than Rs. 12 per month. 

• The number of students under one teacher should generally range between 30 and 

40. 

• Improvement should be made in the condition of middle and secondary vernacular 

schools and their number should be increased. 

• Schools should be housed in sanitary, spacious but in inexpensive buildings. 

Secondary Education : 

• The state should not completely withdraw from the sphere of secondary education. 

• Further establishment of state institutions was proposed to be stopped. 

• Existing institutions should continue to serve as models and proper grants-in-aid should 

be sanctioned to private institutions. 



Improvement in the mode of examination and curriculum was also recommended. 

 

University Education : 

• The Resolution provided for the expansion of university education. The existence of 5 

universities and 185 Colleges was considered to be insufficient in view of the vast needs 

and demands of the country. 

• The Resolution suggested that universities and high schools should be assigned distinct 

spheres of activities. 

• The universities should be relieved of the responsibility of granting recognition to high 

schools and they should be kept under provincial Governments. 

• The establishment of teaching universities was suggested by emphasizing the 

separation of the two functions of the universities— teaching and examining. 

• Recommendations were made concerning the inclusion of subjects of industrial 

importance in the curriculum and provision of facilities to the students desirous of 

prosecuting research work. 

• The Resolution put forth certain valuable suggestions pertaining to the character 

formation of students and hostel life. 

Women Education 

• Emphasis was laid on the education of woman too. Suggestion were put forth 

concerning special curriculum of practical utility for girls and it was also suggested that 

too much importance should not be attached to examination in the examination of girls. 

• Number of women teachers and inspectors also should be increased. Thus, through the 

resolution, the Government of India desired the widest possible extension of primary 

education on a voluntary basis. The resolution also took a liberal attitude towards 

secondary and university education. But the outback of the First World War in 1914 

delayed the implementation of the resolution of 1913. 

 

Summary  

In the beginning of this unit, our discussion focused on the background of Gopal Krishna 

Gokhale, one of the great nationalist leaders of our country, who first attempted to introduce 

free and compulsory primary education. You have learnt about Gokhale’s Resolution of 1910 

that Gohkale raised as a member in the Imperial Legislative Council. Important provision of 

this Resolution were-  

(i) primary education should be made compulsory in those areas where at least 35% of the 

boys, 6 to 10 years were receiving instruction, 

(ii) cast of education should become by state Governments and the local authorities 

together, 
(iii) a separate department of education should be established under central Government for 

taking necessary steps to introduce compulsory education and a secretary be appointed 



for education to monitor the progress and prepare budget report. 

Gokhale withdrew it when the Government assured that the subject would receive 

careful consideration. The Government had established the education department under 

the central Government and the secretary was also appointed but the main demand for 

free and compulsory primary education remained unattended. As such Gokhale raised 

the issue again in the form of a Bill in 17 March, 1911, to make primary education free 

and compulsory in phased manner. The Bill was referred to a select committee for 

discussion in 1912 and it was put into vote and rejected by 38 to 13 votes. You have 

also learnt about the arguments put forward by the Government which said that as the 

people of India were not prepared to accept compulsion, that there was no popular 

demand to make primary education compulsory and the state Government and the 

educated class of the Indian people were not supporting the bill. 
 

We have also discussed the impact of Gokhale’s Bill on the development of primary 

education in India and observed that the bill focused the attention of the entire country 

on education. The Government was bound to modify the previous policy and declare a 

new policy with several reforms. This policy is known as the Government of India 

Resolution of 1913 on Education. It covers primary, secondary, higher and women 

education. At the end of this unit the main provisions of the Resolution have been 

mentioned. 

 


